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 Review of International Studies (1991) 17, 17-40 Printed in Great Britain

 NSC 68 and the Soviet threat:
 a new perspective on Western threat
 perception and policy making*
 BEATRICE HEUSER

 Late in the summer of 1950, after the outbreak of the Korean War, the US
 administration adopted a policy paper entitled NSC 68. This paper was drafted in
 February and March and it paved the way for the most comprehensive re-armament
 programme the United States had ever undertaken in time of peace. US defence
 expenditure was increased from 6.9% of the US GNP in Fiscal 1951 to 12.7% in
 Fiscal 1952, rising to 13.8% in Fiscal 1953; NSC 68 thus ushered in the post-World
 War II peak of US defence spending as percentage of GNP.1 In his admirable work
 on US defence strategy, John Lewis Gaddis has called NSC 68 'a deeply flawed
 document'. He concludes his analysis of NSC 68 by saying that the US Adminis
 tration adopted measures which

 undercut the goals it was trying to achieve. A military buildup might enhance American
 security if American interests remained stable, but NSC 68 expanded interests.
 Fragmentation of the communist world might be a desirable objective, but treating
 communists everywhere as equally dangerous was not the way to achieve it. A more
 moderate Soviet attitude towards the outside world was certainly to be welcomed, but a
 negotiating posture that required Soviet capitulation could hardly hasten it.2

 Gaddis has argued (a) that NSC 68 resulted in gross overspending, and (b) that
 its aggressive component undermined its aim of securing peace. Both points have
 been amply substantiated.3 But Gaddis's view that NSC 68 was based on a gross
 * The author would like to acknowledge the financial support of St John's College, Oxford, the British

 Economics and Social Research Council, the North Atlantic Council, and the Harry S. Truman
 Library, which made her research possible. Also, the author wishes to thank Professor William Stueck
 and Dr Rosemary Foot for their constructive criticism and the helpful suggestions they have made
 with regard to this paper.
 1 John Lewis Gaddis, Strategies of Containment: A Critical Appraisal of Postwar American National
 Security Policy (New York, 1982), p. 359.

 2 Gaddis, Strategies of Containment, p. 106; see also 'NSC 68 and the Problem of Ends and Means',
 international Security, 4 no. 4 (1979-1980), pp. 164-6.

 3 For the discussion of point (a) (US overspending on defence), see particularly the pioneering work of
 Warner Schilling, The Politics of National Defense: Fiscal 1950', and Paul Hammond, 'NSC 68:
 Prologue to Rearmament' in Schilling, Hammond and Glenn Snyder (eds.), Strategy, Politics and
 Defence Budgets (New York, 1962). For a discussion of point (b) (the failure of the aggressive side of
 US policies), see Harry Rositzke, 'America's Secret Operations: A Perspective', in Foreign Affairs, 53
 no. 2 (January 1975), pp. 334-6; Bennet Kovrig, The Myth of Liberation: East-Central Europe in U.S.
 Diplomacy and Politics since 1941 (Baltimore, 1973), pp. 93 ff.; John Yurechko, 'From Containment to
 Counteroffensive: Soviet Vulnerabilities and American Policy Planning, 1946-1953', PhD thesis,
 University of Berkeley, California, 1980; John Prados, Presidents' Secret Wars ~C I A and Pentagon
 Covert Operations from World War II through Iranscam (revised edn, New York, 1986); Beatrice
 Heuser, Western Containment Policies in the Cold War: The Yugoslav Case, 1948-1953 (London, 1989),
 pp. 12-14, 62-80, 138-43, 208-12, and 'Covert Action within British and American concepts of
 containment, 1948-5 V in Richard Aldrich (ed.), British Intelligence, Strategy and the Cold War,
 1945-51 (London, forthcoming 1991).
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 18 Beatrice Heuser

 misperception of Stalin's intentions and of the nature and political goals of Com
 munism4 is questioned in this essay.

 It is often implied that the US policy-makers responsible for drafting and adopting
 NSC 68, above all Paul Nitze and his Policy Planning Staff, Secretary of State Dean
 Acheson, Robert Lovett, and a few others, were reacting rather hysterically to the
 first explosion of an atomic charge by the USSR, to the victory of the Chinese
 Communists, and later to the Korean War. The historian Marshall Shulman has
 argued that all these events occurred at a time when Stalin's foreign policy supposedly
 changed from 'inevitable conflict' to 'peaceful co-existence'.5 Going along with this
 interpretation of Stalin's policies, other historians have pointed out that the Korean

 War was wrongly interpreted as a first move in a Soviet masterplan for aggression.6
 Specialists on Far Eastern developments have held that the Korean War was
 essentially a civil war and a one-off event.7 Certainly, US policy makers did not at first
 see it as such. Instead, they saw it as confirmation of their fears of Soviet aggressive
 intentions.8 It is suggested by some historians that these fears were unfounded. The

 Korean War was supposedly used almost as a pretext for gaining presidential
 approval for NSC 68 and congressional approval for the resulting and unreasonably
 high defence budget adopted in the wake of NSC 68.9

 It is argued here, however, that the reasoning adopted by the advocates of NSC 68
 has not been explained sufficiently. With the availability of more American intelli
 gence estimates, and (in view of close Anglo-American cooperation in this period) the
 opening of the British archives, the picture of the Western threat-perception of 1950
 can be reconstructed more faithfully than has been done previously. This essay will
 show that the American and British governments had information which led them to
 fear Soviet aggression in Europe and elsewhere. This concern goes far to explain the
 state of mind of US policy makers when NSC 68 was drafted, when the Korean War
 broke out and when NSC 68 was adopted.

 This essay will also examine more closely how some of the threats against third
 parties were perceived by US (and other Western) policy makers. In the light of the
 findings, Western threat-perceptions of 1950 no longer seem altogether unreasonable.
 It was thought then that the Soviet Union might launch an attack against any one of
 a number of areas of the world. Indeed, there is evidence to suggest that Stalin was

 4 Gaddis cites the conclusions of Marshall Shulmann as evidence for Stalin's policies (see below),
 Strategies of Containment, p. 104.

 5 Marshall D. Shulman, Stalin's Foreign Policy Reappraised (Cambridge, Mass., 1963), pp. 1-138.
 6 E.g. Charles Bohlen, Witness to History, 1929-1969 (New York, 1973), pp. 303 ff.; William
 Taubmann, Stalin's American Policy: From Entente to Detente to Cold War (New York, 1982), pp.
 198-202; for a particularly unsympathetic interpretation of US policy, see Frank Baldwin (ed.),

 Without Parallel: The American-Korean Relationship since 1945 (New York, 1974).
 7 See particularly Robert Simmons, The Strained Alliance: Peking, Pyongyang, Moscow and the Politics
 of the Korean Civil War (New York 1975); and Jon Halliday, 'Anti-Communism and the Korean War
 1950-1953' in The Socialist Register (1984), pp. 130-63. For other important discussions of relations
 between North and South Korea prior to June 1950, see H?l?ne Carr?re d'Encausse, 'Cor?e
 1950-1952: Aux origines du conflit', in Revue fran?aise de Science Politique, 20 no. 6 (December 1970),
 pp. 1,181-98; John Merrill, 'Internal Warfare in Korea, 1948-50: The Local Setting of the Korean
 War', in Bruce Cummings (ed.), Child of Conflict: The Korean-American Relationship, 1943-1953
 (Seattle, 1983), pp. 133-62. For a discussion of the literature, see Peter Lowe, The Origins of the
 Korean War (London, 1986), pp. 43-71, and 150-74.

 8 See below.
 9 Robert Jervis, 'The Impact of the Korean War on the Cold War', Journal of Conflict Resolution, 24 no.
 4 (December 1980); Gaddis, Strategies of Containment, pp. 109-14; Samuel Wells, 'Sounding the
 Tocsin: NSC 68 and the Soviet Threat', International Security, 4 no. 2 (Autumn 1979), p. 139, etc.
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 NSC 68 and the Soviet threat 19

 hoping to take advantage of the turmoil created by the Korean War in order to
 implement his own plans for certain parts of Europe.

 Finally, it will be asked why Stalin did not strike anywhere else (assuming that this
 is what he was planning). The answer cannot but be anything but inconclusive in view
 of the absence or unavailability of Soviet documents on the subject. Nevertheless, it
 may allow us to see some aspects of NSC 68 in a more comprehensible light than its
 critics have done hitherto.

 The evolution of Western thinking

 Western views of Soviet policy before 1949

 Much has been written concerning Western pessimism about Soviet behaviour. It can
 be traced back to the inter-war years and to World War II. After George Kennan's
 Long Telegram and the corresponding messages from the United Kingdom's embassy
 in Moscow in 1946, the Western powers were certainly convinced that the Soviet

 Union aimed at world domination.10 This belief underpinned Western assumptions
 about the USSR's foreign policy throughout the Cold War,11 and was re-stated
 explicitly in NSC 68:

 the Soviet Union, unlike previous aspirants to hegemony, is animated by a new fanatic faith,
 antithetical to our own, and seeks to impose its absolute authority over the rest of the world.
 Conflict has, therefore, become endemic, and is waged, on the part of the Soviet Union, by
 violent and non-violent methods in accordance with the dictates of expediency.12

 But until the autumn of 1949, the Western perception of Soviet intentions generally
 excluded any idea of a deliberate resort to war (at any rate, general war).13 George
 Kennan, the Director of the State Department's Policy Planning Staff from 1947 until
 late 1949, in particular made this point repeatedly.14 General war, it was thought,

 10 Long Telegram in Foreign Relations of the United States, (henceforth: FRUS) 1946 VI, pp. 969-709,
 Moscow Embassy telegram of 22 February 1946. Frank Roberts, quoted in Elisabeth Barker: The
 British between the Superpowers 1945-1950 (London, 1983) p. 44 f.; see also Victor Rothwell: Britain
 and the Cold War (London, 1982), pp. 247 ff. NSC 7 of 30 March 1948 in FRUS 1948, I, p. 545. British
 Bastion Paper of July 1948, prepared throughout the summer of 1948, see Public Records Office, Kew,
 Surrey [henceforth PRO], FO 371/72196, R 10197/847 b/G of July/August 1948.

 1 ' At the time, it was expressed e.g. in NSC 7 (The Position of the United States with Respect to Soviet
 Directed World Communism7) FRUS 1948 1, pt 2, p. 546 f.: FRUS 1948, IV, p. 1,076, PPS 35 Report
 to NSC of 30 June 1948, accepted as NSC 18: NSC 68, FRUS 1950, :I,jp. 237. The British shared this
 view: see the 'Bastion Paper' of the summer of 1948, PRO, FO 371/72196, R 10197/8476 G. For an
 analogous appreciation drawn up jointly by representatives of the Western Union (i.e. Brussels Pact of
 1948; the Western Union was only called Western European Union in 1955) countries (Belgium,
 Britain, France, Luxembourg, the Netherlands) plus Canada and the United States, forwarded to the
 respective governments on 9 September 1948, see FRUS 1948, III, p. 237 f.

 12 FRUS 1950, I, p. 237.
 13 FRUS 1948, III, p. 238 f. But see FRUS 1948, I, pt 2, p. 667, NSC 20/4 of 23 November 1948, where it

 says: 'Even though present estimates indicate that the Soviet leaders probably do not intend
 deliberately armed action involving the United States at this time, the possibility of such deliberate
 resort to war cannot be ruled out/

 14 E.g. Kennan's PPS 13, 'Resume of World Situation1, FRUS 1947, I, p. 772; Kennan's introductory
 statement at the 148th Meeting of the PPS, 11 October 1949, FRUS 1949, I, p. 399; Kennan's paper
 written when he was Counselor for Security Affairs, for Dean Acheson, Secretary of State, on 6
 January 1950, FRUS 1950, I, pp. 127-38 passim.
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 20 Beatrice Heuser

 would only come about as the result of a miscalculation on either side, e.g. in the form
 of a pre-emptive strike resulting from a conviction that the other side was preparing
 for an attack.15 Meanwhile, the Soviet Union was seen as using the 'technique of
 indirect aggression and the threat of direct aggression', in the words of an American
 government document dated September 1948, almost two years before the Korean
 War broke out.16

 Until 1949, therefore, the Soviet/Communist threat was seen as primarily political,
 rather than military. To quote from a US State Department policy paper of 23
 November 1948.

 The immediate goal of top priority since the recent war has been the political conquest of
 western Europe . . . The Soviet leaders appear to be pursuing these aims by:

 a. Endeavouring to insert Soviet-controlled groups into positions of power and influence
 everywhere, seizing every opportunity presented by weakness and instability in other states
 and exploiting to the utmost the techniques of infiltration and propaganda, as well as the
 coercive power of preponderant Soviet military strength.

 b. Waging political, economic, and psychological warfare against all elements resistant to
 communist purposes, and in particular attempting to prevent or retard the recovery of and
 cooperation among western European countries.17

 Kennan's description of what he thought would be Soviet policy was that 'efforts will
 be made to advance official limits of Soviet power'.18

 Anticipation of local aggression in Europe

 In March 1948, the NSC under Kennan's guidance adopted the following formu
 lation:

 The ultimate objective of Soviet-directed world communism is the domination of the world.
 To this end, Soviet-directed world communism employs against its victims in opportunistic
 coordination the complementary instruments of Soviet aggressive pressure from without and
 militant revolutionary subversion from within.19

 By 'subversion from within' the members of the National Security Council were
 presumably thinking of a potential communist Fifth Column starting a civil war on
 the lines of the developments in Greece.20

 15 FRUS 1948, I, pt 2, NSC 20/4 of 23 November 1948, p. 667, point 16 b; III, p. 238 f., Washington
 exploratory talks of 9 September 1948, point 1.4.

 16 FRUS 1948, III, p. 239, point 1.6, 9 September 1948.
 17 FRUS 1948, I, pt 2, p. 663, NSC 20/4 of 23 November 1948; III, p. 284 f., PPS 43 'Considerations
 Affecting the Conclusion of a North Atlantic Security Pact', 23 November 1948.

 18 See 'Long Telegram1, p. 702.
 19 NSC 7 of 30 March 1948, in FRUS 1948, I, pt 2, p. 546. In a draft memorandum of 17 February 1950,
 Kennan spoke more precisely of a 'further extension of Soviet power by political means, i.e., by
 intimidation, deceit, infiltration and subversion.' See FRUS 1950, I, p. 162.

 20 The example of Greece was used in discussions about the danger of communist subversion in France
 and Italy, and West Germany, e.g. PPS 23 of 24 February 1948, 'Review of Current Trends, U.S.
 Foreign Policy', FRUS 1948, I, pt 2, p. 518 f. and p. 522.
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 NSC 68 and the Soviet threat 21

 American aid to Greece was coupled with American aid to Turkey: here it was
 clearly not the threat of communist subversion, but diplomatic pressure combined
 with intimidation through military power.21 At the time, the Soviet Union was
 exerting diplomatic pressure on Turkey to yield the provinces of Kars and Ardahan
 to the Soviet Union, and to agree to a revision of the Montreux Treaty concerning the
 Straits for the benefit of the Red Fleet. 'Aggressive pressure from without' can either
 have been a reference to this, or else, this phrase may have conjured up the picture of
 'indirect aggression', i.e. a satellite invasion of Greece.22 The scenario which was being
 discussed in London and Washington was that of a war between Greek and Soviet
 satellite forces.

 Interestingly, the scenario foreshadowed Western interpretations of the Korean
 War in two ways, first, as a civil war between communists on the one hand and
 pro-Western forces on the other, and second, as a war by proxy. It seems as though
 Western policy makers had conceived of the possibility of a local attack on one
 isolated country by the armed forces of a Soviet-controlled country prior to June
 1950. For the most important Western decision makers, the Korean War thus
 followed a pattern they had already contemplated.

 There is further evidence that the idea of a local war involving Soviet-directed
 forces had already suggested itself to American decision-makers. The Berlin Blockade
 has to be discounted in this context, because any escalation here would most probably
 have been the first step towards world war, and as already noted, Stalin was not
 expected to incur that risk. But at the time of the Berlin Blockade, events in another
 part of Europe led to a modification of Western assumptions about Soviet intentions.

 In June 1948, the Yugoslav Communist Party had been expelled from the
 Communist Information Bureau (Cominform) at Stalin's instigation.23 He had hoped
 that Tito and his supporters would then be overthrown and replaced by more
 subservient men, but the palace revolution failed. With no Soviet occupation forces in
 Yugoslavia, there was little left that Stalin could do to bring Tito down, other than to
 create a situation of large-scale unrest or war.24
 Western diplomats were aware that the only way for Stalin to crush Tito would be

 to start a civil war in Yugoslavia, in which foreign troops could be smuggled in to
 fight on the side of the pro-Stalinist insurgents. The obvious lever was Macedonia:
 divided between Bulgaria, Greece and Yugoslavia, the Macedonians had long hoped
 to be reunited. In previous years this drive for national unity had been utilized by
 other groups for their own purposes.25 Similarly, in the winter of 1948/49, Stalin
 apparently decided to permit renewed agitation for a reunited Macedonia, using it as
 a wedge to break up Yugoslavia. From this time until the Korean War, Western
 observers received reports alerting them to the danger of an uprising in Yugoslav

 21 John Lewis Gaddis, 'Was the Truman Doctrine a Real Turning Point?', Foreign Affairs, 52 (January
 1974); see the exchange between Eduard Mark and John Lewis Gaddis in Foreign Affairs, 56 (January
 1978), pp. 430 ff. and Kennan's response, pp. 643-5.

 22 This is a possibility which the US ambassador to Britain outlined to the British Foreign Secretary,
 Ernest Bevin, in August 1947; cf. Elisabeth Barker. The British, p. 83.

 23 For the origins of the Stalin-Tito split, see Beatrice Heuser, 'Western Diplomats' Perceptions of the
 Tito-Stalin Split', The South Slav Journal, 10 no. 3 (Autumn 1987), pp. 1-21.

 24 For a more detailed account of the role of Yugoslavia in Western policies of the time, see Beatrice
 Heuser, Western Containment Policies, chs. 2 and 3.

 25 Cf. Elisabeth Barker, Macedonia: Its Place in Balkan Power Politics London, 1950), p. 103.
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 22 Beatrice Heuser

 Macedonia,26 in the form of civil war engineered from the outside, or even of an
 indirect attack on Yugoslavia.27

 Blueprints for reactions to the Korean War

 It was quite clear to the Western Powers that the outbreak of war in Yugoslavia
 would have primarily local effects (as in the case of Greece), although with possible
 repercussions beyond the borders of Yugoslavia, particularly in Greece and Italy. The
 American and British governments issued statements about the situation in the
 Balkans and the danger to Yugoslavia.28 These warnings reflected their anxiety about
 a revival of the Greek civil war and of political pressure on Italy as a consequence of
 a Soviet re-assertion of power in Belgrade.29 Yet this was a case in which the British
 and American governments acted to prevent the outbreak of a local war with limited
 war aims on the part of the socialist states potentially involved. Accordingly, we
 find the reference to indirect aggression' in the above-quoted document of 9
 September 1948.30 Similarly, a report of 22 March 1949 by the US State Department's
 Policy Planning Staff (when it was still under Kennan) read:

 In essence, the basic [US] objectives should be to meet at least the requirements for effective
 emergency action and, to every practicable extent, to provide for extension of the scope of
 such measures to all-out war effort without avoidable delay.31

 This suggests that the US should be able to cope with local problems while also being
 prepared to go onto a general war footing quickly if need be.

 A more striking conceptual parallel between the Balkan scenario and what was
 later seen in Korea becomes apparent when we read the National Security Council's
 resolutions concerning Yugoslavia, NSC 18/3 and its final version, NSC 18/4, of
 November 1949. The scenarios considered here, under the heading 'Possible Soviet
 Courses of Action' were:

 26 FRUS 1949, VI, p. 263, of 11 March 1949; Minist?re des Affaires Etrang?res [henceforth MAE] Z
 542-1, 45, note of 22 March 1949; no 64 from Athens of 2 April 1949, no. 1,012 from London, 11
 March 1949. See also, Barker, Macedonia, from p. 106 onwards.

 27 NSC 18/4 of 17 November 1949, in FRUS 1950, IV, pp. 1,341-8, USNA, RG 319, Army Intelligence
 1949-1950, Box 200, 350.09 Yugoslavia, P&O 091 Yugoslavia, of 15 March 1949 (date predicted here
 is the autumn of 1949); United States National Archives [henceforth USNA] RG 319, Army
 Intelligence Box 289, 350.05 Yugoslavia.

 Memorandum for the Chief of the Army General Staff of 16 March 1949. There were also, however, a
 number of reports saying it was not likely (although it could not be excluded) that an attack, direct or
 indirect, would be launched, but these reports indicate that this possibility was taken very seriously
 both in Washington and in Belgrade: FRUS 1949, V, pp. 604-9 of 5 April 1949; Truman Library,
 President's Secretary's Files, Box 256, CIA Report ORE 44-49 of 20 June 1949; Declassified
 Documents Microfiche Series, (78) 41 G, CIA Memorandum from Hillenkoetter of 22 August 1949,
 and ibid. (78) 42 A of 29 August 1949.

 28 Britain: statement of Hector McNeil (Minister of State) in Gurock, 28 August 1949, The Times, 29
 August 1949; US: statement of Dean Acheson in press conference, 31 August 1949, cf. FRUS 1949, V,
 p. 932, note 2.

 29 FRUS 1950, IV, p. 1,342. The Greek civil war had barely been brought to an end, due mainly to the
 fact that the Yugoslav-Greek border had been closed at Tito's orders in the spring of 1949. The
 danger of a considerable Communist success in elections in Italy in early 1948 had led the Western
 powers to fear a Prague-type coup in Italy, which of course would have been more likely still with Red
 Army troops standing in an adjacent country.

 30 FRUS 1948, III, p. 239, point 1.6, 9 September 1948.
 31 FRUS \949, I, p. 272.
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 NSC 68 and the Soviet threat 23

 a. Continuation ... of the present political, economic and psychological pressures, . . .
 attempts to instigate internal revolt . . . and possibly . . . endeavors to assassinate Tito . . .

 b. Intensive guerilla operations within Yugoslavia directed and supported from the outside.
 c. Armed attack by the military forces of the satellite states not supported directly by the

 Soviet Army.
 d. Direct armed attack by Soviet military forces, with or without assistance from the

 armies of the satellite countries bordering on Yugoslavia.32

 From the perspective of Western observers at that time, what happened in Korea
 seemed a combination of options 'b' and 'c'. The only difference between the
 anticipated course of events in the Balkans and the perceived events on the Korean
 peninsula was that in Korea the 'satellite' forces (a properly organized, well-trained
 army) were of the same nationality as the victims of their attack. The North Korean
 army was supported by communist insurgents in South Korea, which meant that
 there was little difference between guerilla operations and a 'satellite' attack.

 It should be noted that the same individuals who discussed and approved
 NSC 18/3 and 18/4 on Yugoslavia, anticipating Soviet or Soviet-ordered actions
 against Belgrade, later interpreted actual events in Korea along the same lines,
 namely as amounting to a Soviet war by proxy. Moreover, in NSC 18/3 and 18/4 we
 find a number of options which were later considered by the Americans at the
 outbreak of the Korean War: should they initiate action in the United Nations?
 Should they confer with their North Atlantic Pact Allies only, or with other powers
 as well? Should arms be made available to Yugoslavia? The only really significant
 difference was that no provision was made for American troops coming to the aid of
 the Yugoslavs (except in the context of a UN decision to take action in support of
 Yugoslavia).33 With these estimates and considerations, concerning first the situations
 in Greece and Turkey, and later Yugoslavia, the conceptual groundwork for
 interpretations of and responses to the Korean War was laid in the minds of US
 decision-makers.

 Perceived increase of danger

 While NSC 68 was being drawn up, crucial American security advisers and top
 decision makers were convinced that they were already 'in a war worse than any we
 have ever experienced',34 in the words of Robert Lovett, later Deputy Secretary of
 Defence. This was clearly an exaggeration, but the sense of urgency and danger was
 shared by others, and not just in Washington: in March 1950, the same month in
 which NSC 68 was completed, the British Chiefs of Staff had produced a Defence
 White Paper strongly recommending re-armament.35

 32 FR US 1950, IV, p. 1,343.
 33 This is not surprising in view of the fact that Yugoslavia was not a 'friendly state', unlike South

 Korea, for the liberation of which from Japanese occupation the United States had been responsible,
 as it had been for the setting up of the Western-style democracy. FRUS 1949, V, pp. 947-54,
 UMD-60a or NSC 18/3, the draft version of NSC 18/4, discussed at the Under Secretary of State's
 Meeting on 16 September 1949.

 34 Robert Lovett in a Department of State/Department of Defense meeting, discussing a draft of NSC 68
 on 16 March 1950, FRUS 1950, I, p. 197.

 35 Kenneth Morgan, Labour in Power 1945-1951 (Oxford, 1984), p. 424 f.
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 24 Beatrice Heuser

 With the first explosion by the USSR of an atomic device, the deterrent effect of the
 atomic monopoly on the side of the US was expected to be eroded. At the same time,
 the sway of the rule of Communism had been extended with the victory of the Chinese
 communists. These two new factors came in addition to the danger signals which were
 reaching the Western foreign ministries and intelligence services from various parts of
 the world as we shall see. Together they formed the three main reasons why Western
 decision-makers expected an increase of Soviet aggressiveness from 1950. Accord
 ingly, Paul Nitze stated at a meeting of his Policy Planning Staff on 2 February 1950
 'that... his opinion had been asked as to the danger of war, and he had replied that
 it seemed considerably greater than last fall'.36

 In the light of this, in January 1950 US President Harry Truman requested a
 general re-appraisal of the international situation and a comprehensive set of policy
 proposals. These were consequently drawn up as NSC 68 under the prime responsi
 bility of Paul Nitze during the first months of 1950.37 NSC 68 examined the US ability
 to meet the Soviet Union's challenge in ways other than by waging all-out war.38

 Western decision-makers still did not expect the Soviet Union to want to start a world
 war in the near future, but they expected at least a 'limited fracas', in Kennan's words,
 a local war engineered by the Soviet union which would push the satellites into battle
 while it remained in the background.39 This notion was strengthened and perhaps
 even engendered by reports on the possibility of such a war by proxy occuring.

 In military plans preceding the Korean War, Yugoslavia, West Germany, South
 Korea and a few other parts of the world were repeatedly referred to as uncertain
 entities in an East-West conflict.40 The Anglo-American long-range plan for use in
 the event of war in 1957 (DROPSHOT), completed in January 1949, counted all of
 Korea among the allies of the USSR, along with Yugoslavia and the other satellites.41
 On 8 February 1950, Paul Nitze produced a study in which he mentioned Yugoslavia,
 Indochina, Berlin, Austria, and Korea as possible victims of aggressive moves by
 Stalin.42 A week later, the Director of the Office of Eastern European Affairs in the
 State Department in a similar report listed countries in South-East Asia, Yugoslavia,
 Greece, Finland, Turkey and Iran.43 In the ministerial talks between Bevin and
 Acheson on 9/10 May 1950, a month before the outbreak of the Korean War, a paper
 was considered by both men, which listed a series of 'weak spots' in the free world,
 36 FRUS 1950, I, p. 142 f. In his memoirs, Charles Bohlen dates the State Department's interpretation

 that 'a new phase of Soviet foreign policy' being ushered in to the outbreak of the Korean War
 (Witness to History, 1929-1969 (New York, 1973), p. 292). I should argue, however, that Korea merely
 confirmed what were previously held, but vague, expectations; see below.

 37 Paul Hammond: 'NSC-68', pp. 267 ff.
 38 FRUS 1950, I, p. 282: kIt is necessary to have the military power to deter, if possible, Soviet expansion,

 and to defeat, if necessary, aggressive Soviet or Soviet-directed actions of a limited or total character.'
 NSC 68 of 7 April 1950.

 39 FRUS 1950, I, p. 145, report by Paul Nitze of 8 February 1950 talks about the 'possibility of a quick
 Soviet decision to resort to military action, locally or generally.' Thus Kennan's expectation of a
 limited fracas' was shared, in spite of his otherwise declining influence. Kennan did not share the
 PPS's feeling that there was more reason to fear Soviet action in 1950 than in 1949 (cf. FRUS 1950, I,
 pp. 160-167), but he was also aware of the danger to Yugoslavia - see above.

 40 E.g. PRO, DEFE 4/22. COS (49)97th Mtg., Minute 3, Appendix: JP(48)59 (Final-Second Revise), 6
 July 1949; DEFE 4/29, JP(49)134(Final) of 1 March 1950, plan GALLOPER: South Korea is listed
 with Western Germany, Austria, Persia and Indochina.

 41 King's College, University of London, Liddell Hart Archives, Microfilm 64, JCS 1920/1 of 31 January
 1949; cf. Anthony Cave Brown (ed.), Operation World War III- The Secret American Plan 'Dropshot'

 for War with the Soviet Union, 1957 (London, 1979).
 42 FRUS 1950, I, p. 146 f.
 43 FRUS 1950, I, p. 157.
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 NSC 68 and the Soviet threat 25

 areas which were particularly vulnerable to Soviet interference. These included Iran,
 South East Asia, the Philippines, Korea, the Indian sub-continent, and Greece.44 At
 subsequent talks between Acheson, Bevin and Schuman (11 May 1950), the threat to
 Yugoslavia was given special attention.45 Thus prior to the outbreak of war in Korea,
 and during the time when NSC 68 (completed on 7 April 1950) was drawn up,
 Yugoslavia and Korea shared the doubtful privilege of ranking high on the Western
 governments' list of likely danger spots.

 Concerns about the Balkans

 During 194946 arKj the ?rst half 0f 1950, however, the Balkans had given Western
 policy makers much more cause for concern than Korea. There had been considerable
 political and economic pressure on Yugoslavia from the side of the Cominform
 countries throughout 1949, and in the autumn ofthat year, the Soviet Union and its
 satellites renounced their treaties of friendship with Yugoslavia. Coming on top of an
 exchange of hostile correspondence and troop movements, the Balkans seemed like a
 tinderbox. A slight lull towards the end of 1949 was followed by new waves of
 rumours about possible armed conflict at the turn of the year. Just before Christmas
 1949, the CIA Review of the World Situation named Yugoslavia and West Germany
 as 'the two uncertain areas on the dividing line between Soviet and Western power'.47
 On 6 January 1950, Kennan sent a memorandum to Dean Acheson, in which he
 discounted the possibility of any actual war between the Soviet Union and any other
 country ('Remember, Russians haven't attacked anyone militarily since V-J Day.'48),
 with one exception: Yugoslavia. Here he wrote:

 Tito affair continues to constitute major problem for Kremlin. Soviet effort to unseat Tito by
 internal subversion thus far quite unsuccessful. Come spring, Kremlin will have to decide

 whether to use military means or let Tito continue to disrupt unity and discipline of
 communist world. Probably won't use military means. In any case, we will face that problem
 when we come to it.

 At the same time the situation in South Korea did not seem to him to be cause for

 alarm.49 While it is true that Kennan's influence was declining, and that he had been
 replaced by Paul Nitze as the director of the Policy Planning Staff, this memorandum
 still reflects how Yugoslavia and Korea were seen by Western diplomats and by the

 44 PRO, CAB 129/40, CP(50)114 of 19 May 1950, Annex B: MIN/UKUS/P/3 of 6 May 1950, and
 minutes of discussion between Acheson and Bevin.

 45 PRO, FO 800/449, London Tripartite Conferences (USA, UK, France), 4th Meeting, 28 April 1950,
 Item III b. (British record); see also Agenda for the Bevin/Acheson/Schuman talks of 6 May 1950,
 PRO, FO 800/449, MIN/TRI/P/4 of 6 May 1950, and PREM 8/1202, summary of discussions of
 MIN/TRI/P/4, 11 May 1950.

 46 Vincent Auriol, Journal du Septennat, 1947-1954, vol. Ill 1949 (Paris, 1977), pp. 46 (21 January 1949)
 and 123 (19 February 1949); Truman Library, President's Secretary's Files, Intelligence File, Box 250,
 CIA 8^9, 17 August 1949; NSC Meetings, Box 205, CIA 10-49 of 19 October 1949; PRO, CAB
 129/35, CP(49)212, Memorandum by the Foreign Secretary to the Cabinet, 21 October 1949.

 47 Truman Library, President's Secretary's Files, Intelligence File, Box 250, CIA 12-49 of 21 December
 1949.

 48 FRUS 1950, I, p. 129, italics in the original.
 49 FRUS 1950, I, p. 130 of 6 January 1950.
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 intelligence services at the time. It is also reflected in the British diplomatic and
 military papers of early 1950.50

 With the spring came the season for manoeuvres and troop movements, increasing
 the impression that something was afoot in the Balkans. Although Western govern

 ments considered an attack on Yugoslavia less likely in the spring of 1950 than in the
 spring of the previous year,51 CIA estimates invariably conceded that 'direct military
 action is a continuing possibility'. While the joint Department of State and Depart
 ment of Defense study group under Nitze was finishing NSC 68, the CIA reported to
 them its expectation that the Soviet Union would instigate guerrilla activity, sabotage
 and subversion in Yugoslavia.52
 At the end of May 1950 George Kennan, who had taken a keen interest in the

 developments in Yugoslavia from the very day of the expulsion of its Communist
 Party from the Cominform, asked the State Department's Office of Intelligence
 Research

 to consider the possibility that the Soviets might arrange to have the satellites engage in
 military action with Yugoslavia. He points up the fact that if the Soviets are looking for an
 opportunity for a 'limited fracas' this might be a device for doing it and it would be quite
 possible for the Soviet Union to remain untainted in it. . .

 In this connection it may well be the Soviet intention to seek out an area in which they
 could have a limited war?limited either in their own commitment or in putting satellites up
 to it?and you might examine what other areas offer prospects for such a gambit.53

 By May 1950 Kennan was thus aware of the possibility of a local war, although he
 had thought it unlikely four months earlier.

 Also in May 1950 during ministerial talks in London, Bevin and Acheson agreed
 that 'the present situation' of the world could be described as 'one of increasing
 danger'. While no major East-West war was expected to be started by the Soviets in
 the short term, it was thought that

 they may, even in the immediate future, adopt increasingly aggressive policies at key
 peripheral points . . . and they may be inclined now generally to take greater risks than
 hitherto in areas where they think the West may be likely to acquiesce in a Soviet advance . . .

 As noted above, Korea was specifically mentioned in this context, and the threat to
 Yugoslavia was discussed separately in the subsequent tripartite talks with the French
 Minister of Foreign Affairs.54

 50 PRO, FO 371/88239, RY 1023/3 of 27 January 1950 and minutes; ibid., RY 1023/9 of 15 February
 1950; cf. also reports by the British Military Attach?, Col. Dewhurst, in RY 1023/10 of 10 February
 1950.

 51 PRO, FO 800/449, London Tripartite Conferences (USA, UK, France), 4th Meeting, 28 April 1950,
 Item III b. (British record).

 52 Truman Library, President's Secretary's Files, Intelligence File, Box 250, CIA 3-50 of 15 March 1950.
 This estimate is consistent with a British estimate of 21 October 1949, PRO, CAB 129/35. CP(49)212,
 memorandum by the Foreign Secretary to the Cabinet.

 53 USNA, RG 59, 661.68. 5-32150, Memorandum by Fisher Howe, the Acting Special Assistant to the
 Secretary of State, on a briefing discussion with George Kennan, 31 May 1950.

 54 PRO, CAB 129/40, CP(50)114 of 19 May 1950, Annex B: MIN/UKUS/P/3 of 6 May 1950, and
 minutes of discussion between Acheson and Bevin. PRO, FO 800/449, London Tripartite Conferences
 (USA, UK, France), 4th Meeting, 28 April 1950, Item III b. (British record); see also Agenda for the
 Bevin/Acheson/Schuman talks of 6 May 1950, PRO, FO 800/449, MIN/TRI/P/4 of 6 May 1950, and
 PREM 8/1202, summary of discussions of MIN/TRI/P/4, 11 May 1950.
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 On the eve of the Korean War the foreign ministers of Britain, France and the
 United States, as well as their foreign ministries and to a large extent also their cabinet
 colleagues, thus believed that a limited operation somewhere in the world, launched
 by the Soviet Union, was likely. They were particularly concerned that Yugoslavia
 might be the victim, but other countries, including Korea, were also on their minds.

 Their list of possible targets included areas along the entire periphery of the Soviet
 empire. In each case, there was evidence of communist interference or the flexing of
 the Soviet military muscle near the common border. The cumulative effect of these
 impressions led the authors of NSC 68 to note their convictions as follows:

 . . . Soviet efforts are now directed toward the domination of the Eurasian landmass . . . The

 Kremlin's policy toward areas not under its control is the elimination of resistance to its will
 and the extension of its influence and control . . . The means employed by the Kremlin in
 pursuit of this policy are limited only by considerations of expediency.55

 Although we are as yet unable to tell whether the diagnosis of the US planners was
 accurate, we have seen that it was based on copious reports of communist subversive
 activities in and Soviet pressure on other countries. At least some of these reports on
 Soviet behaviour were more realistic than they are usually given credit for.

 Interpreting the Korean War

 Suspicions about Soviet intentions were among the reasons preventing the Western
 Powers from seeing the Korean War as a civil war. They saw it as a war ordered by
 Stalin, and fitting in with the expansionist masterplan of the Kremlin. Within hours
 of the crossing of the North-South Korean border by North Korean troops, the
 American embassy in Moscow cabled:

 If estimate last paragraph Seoul's 925 June 25 to Department56 correct, this aggressive
 N[orth] K[orean] military move against R[epublic] 0[f] K[orea] represents clear-cut Soviet
 challenge which in our considered opinion US should answer firmly and swiftly as it
 constitutes direct threat [to] our leadership of free world against Soviet Communist
 imperialism. ROK is a creation of US policy and of US-led UN action. Its destruction would
 have calculably grave unfavourable repercussions for US in Japan, S[outh] E[ast] A[sia] and
 in other areas as well.57

 Similarly, the French ambassador to Moscow, Yves Chatiagneau, telegraphed that
 TURSS a decide de pousser le Gouvernement de Cor?e du Nord dans une aventure
 dont l'issue militaire est incertaine et dont les consequences sont difficilement
 limitables'.58 A memorandum from the British Foreign Office's Northern Department
 stated that 4[t]here can be little doubt that the military operation in Korea started with
 the knowledge and approval of the Kremlin'.59 Dirk Stikker, the Dutch Foreign

 Minister, told the US Ambassador to The Hague that '[h]e had no doubts that this

 55 FRUS \950, I, pp. 239, 246 ff.
 56 FRUS 1950, VII, p. 125 f. The last paragraph reads: Tt would appear from nature of attack and

 manner in which it was launched that it constitutes all out offensive against Republic] Q[f] K[orea]/
 57 FRUS 1950, VII, p. 139, Moscow's 1726 from Walworth Barbour, Counsellor of the Embassy, Charge

 in the absence of Ambassador Kirk, Moscow, 25 June 1950.
 58 MAE, EU 31-9-1, Vol. 47, letter no. 47 from Chataigneau, Moscow, of 3 July 1950.
 59 PRO, FO 371/86756, NS 1052/68 of 1 July 1950, The Soviet Union and Korea1.
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 invasion was sponsored, planned and directed by the Russians'.60 Dean Acheson
 noted in his memoirs that

 It seemed close to certain that the attack had been mounted, supplied and instigated by the
 Soviet Union and that it would not be stopped by anything short of force ... it was an open,
 undisguised challenge to our internationally accepted position as the protector of South
 Korea, an area of great importance to the security of American-occupied Japan.61

 Prelude to world war?

 US and British military planners had already half-expected the loss of South Korea
 to occur at the latest by 1957: the Anglo-American long-term defence plan
 (DROPSHOT),62 and the intelligence reports on which it was based63 assumed that if
 or when a third world war were to break out, the Soviet Union would already have
 extended its domination from North Korea to the whole country. Accordingly, this
 defence plan for a possible war in 1957 made no provisions for the defence of South
 Korea: rather, the defensive line which the allies hoped to hold ran through the East
 China Sea, the Japan Sea, the Tsugaru Strait, to the Bering Sea and on to the North
 Pole through the Bering Strait.64 Short-range emergency war plans, however, which
 were drawn up at much the same time, assumed that one of the Soviet Union's first
 moves in a general war would be the seizure of South Korea.65

 Western planners spent little or no time on the question of how the Soviet Union
 would extend its domination to South Korea before 1957 without a sudden general
 conflict occurring. Although Korea was regarded as a danger spot it seems that there
 was no specific study undertaken in either the USA or in Britain concerning Western
 reactions in the case of an attack on South Korea alone. Thus little was done to
 improve the defences of South Korea other than the granting of military aid that was

 60 FR US 1950, VII, p. 185, of 26 June 1950.
 61 Dean Acheson: Present at the Creation: My Years at the State Department (London, 1952), p. 405; see

 also Rosemary Foot: The Wrong War: American Policy and the Dimension of the Korean Conflict,
 1950-1953 (Ithaca, 1985), p. 58 f.

 62 All of Korea is listed among the 'countries aligned with the USSR' in the following documents:
 - King's College, University of London, Liddell Hart Archives, Microfilm of American defence

 documents [henceforth KCMF] 67, JCS 1920/1 of 31 January 1949, 'Long-Range Plans for War
 with the USSR?Development of a Joint Outline Plan for use in the Event of War in 1957'
 (DROPSHOT) and KCMF 65, JCS 1920/5 of 19 December 1949, Report on DROPSHOT.

 - PRO, DEFE 6/8, J.P.(49)7(Final), 'Logistic Examination of Plan SPEEDWAY' of 4 April
 1949?'Assumptions about political situation at outbreak of war'.

 South Korea is listed among the countries in a precarious situation but probably in favour of the
 Allies in:
 - PRO, DEFE 4/22. COS(49)97th Mtg., 6 July 1949, Minute 3.
 - ibid., J.P.(48)59(Final?Second Revise) 'Overall Strategic Concept for War in 1957'.
 - PRO, DEFE 4/29, J.P.(49)134(Final), Plan GALLOPER of 1 March 1950.

 63 KCMF 62, J.I.C. 435/12 of 30 November 1948.
 64 KCMF 64, JCS 1920/1 of 31 January 1949, 'Long-Range Plans for War with the

 USSR?Development of a Joint Outline Plan for use in the Event of War in 1957' (DROPSHOT), and
 KCMF 65, JCS 1920/5 of 19 December 1949, Report on DROPSHOT. See also Anthony Cave Brown
 (ed.): Operation World War III- The Secret American Plan 'Dropshot' for War with the Soviet Union,
 7957 (London, 1979), p. 47.

 65 In Thomas Etzold and John Lewis Gaddis (eds.), Containment: Documents on American Policy and
 Strategy, 1945-1950 (New York, 1978), p. 316, 'Brief Short Range Emergency War Plan
 HALFMOON of 21 July 1948; and p. 325, 'Brief of Joint Outline emergency War Plan OFFTACKLE
 of 26 May 1949.
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 also extended to a whole host of countries at the time.66 Indeed, American troops were
 withdrawn from the peninsula in 1949 because it was felt that they were needed more
 urgently elsewhere. Europe remained the defence priority for the United States,67 and
 in the case of a major East-West conflict, Korea was thought expendable.68
 What was not foreseen was the psychological effect of the Korean War on

 America's allies. The USA subsequently had to make a commitment to the defence of
 South Korea in order not to weaken the allies' faith in a US commitment to other

 parts of the world.69
 It is one thing to contemplate the possibility of an attack at an unspecified date,

 and another, to be confronted with its actual occurrence. Although the concept of a
 Soviet war by proxy and the possibility of the loss of South Korea had been conceived
 of at various governmental levels, and although Western decision-makers saw the
 Korean War as Stalin's war, the events of 25 June 1950 caused a considerable shock.70
 This may also have been due to the connection made in the short-range war plans
 between a move in Korea and all-out war, or at least of further Soviet strikes in all
 directions.71 As late as December 1950, President Truman explained to congressional
 leaders that 4we had to be realistic and include in our plans the possibility that the

 Kremlin . . . may have decided that the time was in fact ripe for a general war with the
 United States'.72

 A world war was still considered one (albeit not a very likely) possibility in the draft
 report by the National Security Council of 1 July 1950 (NSC 50)73 and by George
 Kennan and Carlton Savage of the Policy Planning Staff in their report to Paul Nitze,
 Director of the PPS, on 27 July 1950.74 But in practice American decision makers
 early on discounted the possibility that a world war was in the offing: Kennan
 dismissed this possibility categorically in his memorandum to Acheson of 8 August
 1950.75 Still, the view that Stalin was not likely to bring on the final show-down
 between Capitalism and Communism in the immediate future co-existed with the fear
 that he might, after all, opt for a preventive war. The 'window of vulnerability' would

 66 E.g. see William Stueck, The Road to Confrontation: American Policy toward China and Korea,
 1947-1950 (Chapel Hill, 1981), pt III: 'China and Korea Policy on the Eve of War\ pp. 111-72.

 67 Acheson at the Senate Foreign Relations Committee Hearings, Review of the World Situation, 1 May
 1950:

 The main center of our activity at the present time has got to be in Europe. We cannot scatter our shots equally all
 over the world. We just haven't got enough shots to do that. . . If anything happens in Western Europe the whole
 business goes to pieces, and therefore our principal effort must be on building up the defenses, building up the
 economic strength of Western Europe, and so far as Asia is concerned, treating that as a holding operation,
 quoted in Gaddis, Strategies of Containment, p. 114.

 68 Neither HALFMOON nor OFFTACKLE nor DROPSHOT made any provisions for the defence or
 re-conquest of Korea; see above.

 69 This psychological effect was essentially the reason why Kennan's strategy of a US commitment to
 defending only certain strong points could not have worked; already the Truman Doctrine and the
 commitment to the defence of areas like Greece and Turkey were implicit recognitions of this fact, see
 Gaddis, Strategies of Containment, pp. 90-2.

 70 The same could be said, it seems, about the Prague coup of February 1948, which shocked the Western
 world quite considerably, although it had been expected that the Soviet Union 'Will probably have to
 clamp down completely on Czechoslovakia/ cf. PPS 13 of 6 November 1947, FRUS 1947, I, p. 772.

 71 E.g. Cyrus Sulzberg's interview with the US General Gruenther and the Secretary for the Air Force.
 Tom Finletter, on 27 June and 3 October 1950, A Long Row of Candles: Memoirs and Diaries, 1934-54
 (London, 1969), pp. 501-3.

 72 Harry S. Truman: Memoirs, vol. 2: Years of Trial and Hope (London, 1956), p. 446.
 73 FRUS 1950,1, p. 332.
 74 FRUS 1950, I, pp. 358-60.
 75 ?WS 1950, I, pp. 361-7.
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 have corresponded to the time before the Western Allies had implemented NSC 68's
 programme of rearmament and the production of the hydrogen bomb.76

 First of a series of local wars?

 Only a day after the outbreak of war in the Far East, Acheson informed the US
 Embassy in Moscow that

 We incline to view that, as long as Soviets can utilize their satellites or stooges to take
 aggressive action without serious danger of becoming involved themselves, they will be likely
 to employ this device with increasing boldness.77

 This interpretation, together with Kennan's, was adopted by the National Security
 Council: in a report of 25 August 1950 (NSC 73/4), it stated the view that while Korea
 was not the prelude to general war, Stalin might be tempted to undertake further
 moves if the West did not resist 'his' Korean policy with firmness.78 The parallel in the
 minds of contemporaries was, of course, Hitler's 'salami tactics' a decade earlier, an
 analogy that was made frequently at the time.79

 Seen from an Australian perspective, the Korean War already formed part of a
 greater scheme of Communist expansion. As the Australian Prime Minister said in a
 public statement of 27 June 1950,

 The Korean incident cannot be looked at in isolation, nor can we in Australia regard it as
 remote from our own interests and safety. There are other points of possible attack on or off
 the coast of China. There is also, at this very moment, a Communist led campaign in
 Indo-China. Much nearer home there are the operations of the Communist guerillas in

 Malaya who are making it their business to render British control of Malaya difficult and
 who, if they succeed, will make it impossible. These operations may well be stimulated by
 events in Korea.

 The Cabinet regards all these matters as not only grave individually but as adding up to
 evidence of Communist aggression in Asia, as aggression which is full of menace for us.80

 Western foreign policy experts agreed with this Australian estimate, and there was
 also agreement among them as to which European and Middle Eastern areas were
 particularly vulnerable to a strike by Stalin (or by Mao, who during the first years of
 the Korean War was considered, at least by the dominant majority of US decision

 76 Marc Trachtenberg: 'A "Wasting Asset": American Strategy and the Shifting Nuclear Balance,
 1949-1954', International Security, 13 no. 3 (Winter 1988/89), pp. 5^9.

 77 FRUS 1950, VII, p. 177, of 26 June 1950.
 78 FRUS 1950, I, p. 376, of 25 August 1950.
 79 According to the American Ambassador in France, Bruce, Georges Bidault, former Foreign Minister

 and Foreign Minister-to-be, compared the situation of mid-1950 wto Hitler tactics in 1938 and 1939
 and the plucking of the leaves of an artichoke/ FRUS 1950, VII, p. 175 f. of 26 June 1950. See also
 Secretary of State James Byrnes's address to the United Nations, in United Nations, Official records of
 the General Assembly, First Session, Second Part, Plenary Meetings (13 December 1946), p. 1,289, in
 the context of defending US military expenditure in 1946: 'It was our military weakness, not our

 military strength, that encouraged Axis aggression/
 80 Quoted in Robert O'Neill, Australia in the Korean War, Vol. 1: Strategy and Diplomacy (Canberra,

 1981), pp. 48-9.
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 makers, to be Stalin's loyal henchman81). American foreign policy makers were half
 expecting local wars prior to June 1950. Immediately after the attack on South Korea,
 President Truman ordered US strategic intelligence to keep a particularly close watch
 on 'Soviet activities in the vicinity of Yugoslavia, in Bulgaria especially, and in the
 vicinity of Northern Europe'.82 NSC 73 of 1 July 1950 argued that

 if the Kremlin does not wish to provoke a world war, it will not launch overt military attacks
 with Soviet forces against other countries in instances where it can be fairly sure that general
 war would be the result.

 Consequently, an attack on Greece or Turkey by Soviet forces was regarded as less
 likely, and, with some reservations, so was an attack on Iran. Attempts to create
 difficulties over Berlin or Vienna were regarded as possible in Washington, but only
 as long as they entailed no risk of escalation. The case of Yugoslavia was deemed to
 be different, since the Kremlin had little reason to think that the West would go to
 war if Yugoslavia were attacked.83

 In its revised form of August 1950, NSC 73/4 was more pessimistic:

 Although a global war has not necessarily begun in Korea and may not eventuate, the US
 has nevertheless been engaged in a crucial struggle for some time involving political,
 economic and military factors. As the aggressor continues his policy of expansion, we must
 accept the possibility of local conflicts and must devise the right policies, diplomatic and
 military, to meet these aggressions.

 NSC 73/4 then added the warning that the Soviet Union might resort to action
 against Iran, Turkey, Yugoslavia, Greece, Afghanistan, Pakistan or Finland.84 At
 much the same time the Joint Intelligence Committee of the US administration
 received a report listing Hong Kong, Taiwan, Macao, Indochina, Burma, Greece and
 possibly Yugoslavia as vulnerable areas.85

 The French and the British also watched these areas with concern. In a memoran

 dum of 18 July 1950, the French government informed London that

 It is impossible to reject today the possibility of a new Soviet initiative at some other point of
 the immense arc from Europe to Asia. In this respect two points in Europe seem . . .
 particularly threatened: the city of Berlin . . . and Yugoslavia.86

 The North Atlantic Pact's Military Committee of the Five at the end of July 1950
 was concerned about a threat to Yugoslavia, Greece, Turkey or Iran.87 The US

 81 There was a short period prior to the outbreak of the Korean War when the possibility of Chinese
 Titoism' was discussed. Nevertheless, the Korean War resulted in a return to a monolithic view of
 Communism; for example in a memorandum by the Secretaries of Army, Navy, and Air Force to the
 Secretary of Defence of 1 August 1950, FRUS 1950, I, p. 354, the "Soviet movement' was called
 'monolithic. Satellite troops are just as much Soviet in this sense as if they were members of the Red

 Army/ See also Foot, Wrong War, p. 27 f., Jervis, impact of the Korean War\ pp. 574-6 and 582-4,
 and James Tang's discussion of the US position in the question of the recognition of Communist
 China, Britain's Encounter with Revolutionary China, ?949-1954" (London, forthcoming 1991). US
 opinion changed again after the period considered in this paper, see e.g. Gaddis, Strategies of
 Containment, pp. 142^4.

 82 Harry S. Truman: Memoirs, vol. 2, Years of Trial and Hope (London, 1956), p. 359.
 83 FRUS 1950, I, pp. 333-337, NSC 73 of 1 July 1950.
 84 FRUS 1950, I, pp. 376-389, NSC 73/4 of 25 August 1950.
 85 KCMF 62, JIC 530/3 of 22 August 1950.
 86 PRO, DEFE 7/743. document 39, French aide-memoire of 18 July 1950.
 87 PRO, DEFE 5/22 COS(50)277 of 27 July 1950.
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 National Intelligence Estimate NIE-3 of 15 November 1950 listed Greece, Turkey,
 Yugoslavia, Western Germany, Berlin in Europe, and Tibet, Formosa (Taiwan),
 Hong Kong, Macao, Indochina and Burma in Asia as threatened areas.88 NIE-15 of
 11 December 1950 regarded Berlin and West Germany, Indochina, Yugoslavia and
 Iran as principal danger spots.89
 Although they recognized the existence of a threat to Germany, American

 intelligence reports were guardedly optimistic regarding the situation in central
 Europe.90 Neither the French nor the West Germans shared this optimism, however.
 The French High Commissioner in Germany, Fran?ois-Poncet, refused to exclude the
 possibility of an attack, and on 16 July 1950 a French general staff officer made
 enquiries with the West German government's security counsellor and former
 Wehrmacht General, Graf von Schwerin, as to whether they would have any
 objections to the movement of French troops onto West German territory.91 The
 German population was also very much aware of the obvious parallel between the
 two countries, Korea and Germany, both divided between Communist Bloc and free
 world. The Germans reacted with a large-scale war psychosis, reflected for example in
 a rush on food supplies to create private stocks. The argument of the parallel was also
 used later by the Western allies and the West German government alike for the
 remilitarization of Germany.92

 The Yugoslavs were also living in constant dread of a Soviet attack until Stalin's
 death.93 In 1951 they produced a White Book on the aggressive intentions of the
 governments of the USSR, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania, Bulgaria
 and Albania with regard to Yugoslavia, which they distributed to member states of
 the United Nations.94 In the second half of 1950, American intelligence reports
 abounded with references to the explosive situation in the Balkans and particularly,
 to the threat to Yugoslavia.95 The Western Powers, USA, Britain, and France,
 thought the danger to Yugoslavia sufficiently great to warrant massive economic and
 also military aid.96

 Given the propaganda attacks, frontier incidents, and famines, from 1951 the

 88 Truman Library, President's Secretary's Files, Intelligence File, Box 253, NIE 3 of 15 November 1950.
 89 FRUS 1951, I, p. 5, NIE 15 of 11 December 1950.
 90 FRUS 1950, VII, p. 154, Intelligence Estimate No. 7 of 25 June 1950.
 91 Norbert Wiggershaus, 'Deutschland 1950 - ein 'Zweites Korea'? Bedrohungsvorstellungen

 Bundeskanzler Adenauers nach Ausbruch des Korea-Kriegas', in Militaergeschichtliche Mitteilungen,
 25 (1979), pp. 82 and 87, and see also his 'Von Berlin bis Berlin: Westdeutsche
 Bedrohungsperzeptionen im "Kalten Krieg", 1948-1961', Acta Tome, 1 no. 14 (Montreal, 16-19 Aug.
 1988), pp. 97-101.

 92 G. Mai: 'Westliche Sicherheitspolitik im Kalten Kreig: Der Koreakrieg und die deutsche
 Wiederbewaffnung 1950', in Militaergeschichtliches Forschungsamt (ed.): Militaergeschichte seit 1945,
 vol. 4 (Boppard am Rhein, 1977).

 93 USNA, RG 319, Army Intelligence 1949-50, Box No. 200, Letter from Sir Charles Peake of 7
 September 1950 in 350.05 Yu.

 94 Minist?re des Affaires Etrang?res de la R?publique Populaire Federative de la Yougoslavie: Livre
 Blanc sur les Proc?d?s Aggressifs des Gouvernements de l'URSS, de Pologne, de Tech?choslovaquie, de
 Hongrie, de Roumanie, de Bulgarie et de l'Albanie envers la Yougoslavie (Belgrade, 1951).

 95 Cf. Truman Library, President's Secretary's Files, Intelligence File, Box 250, CIA No. 34466, Situation
 Summary of 8 July 1950; Box 350, CIA 7-50 of 19 July 1950; Box 250, CIA Situation Summary of 20
 July 1950; Box 250, CIA Intelligence Memorandum No. 323-SCR of 25 August 1950.

 96 See the NSC 18 series, USNA, National Security Council Documents series; for economic aid, see
 Novak Jankovic, 'The Changing Role of the United States in Financing Yugoslav Economic
 Development since 1945', Paper presented at the Symposium 'policy options of American
 governments' at the John F. Kennedy Institute of the Free University of Berlin, July 1987; Harry
 Chase, 'American-Yugoslav Relations, 1945-1956', PhD thesis, University of Syracuse, 1957.
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 danger was increasingly seen as one primarily of psychological collapse.97 Despite
 this, the possibility of an invasion was always taken seriously, and a Joint Intelligence
 Report to the Joint Chiefs of Staff dating from 26 February 1951 called action on the
 lines of what was thought had happened in Korea 'relatively probable against

 Yugoslavia or Greece under the pretext of a defensive counter-measure\98 Not until
 October 1953 could the National Intelligence Estimate NIE-99 note the impression
 that the threat of Soviet-initiated local aggressions in the near future had passed.99 By
 that time the American stockpile of atomic weapons had grown and the US
 government had committed its country to defend more of the vulnerable areas on the
 Soviet periphery (such as Greece, Turkey, and parts of the Far East).

 To sum up, both the interpretations of the Korean War by Western policy makers
 and the policies implemented after its outbreak have to be seen in the context of
 earlier Western threat-perceptions, and of the policies based on these. Robert Jervis
 has argued that cit took the Korean War to bring about the policies that we associate
 with the cold war', namely 'high defense budgets, a militarized NATO, and the spread
 of American commitments'. I0? This is not quite correct. In fact, the Korean War was
 only the catalyst for the formal adoption of these policies, their formulation having
 preceded the outbreak of war in the Far East. It is true that the policies outlined in
 NSC 68 would most probably not have been implemented if it had not been for the
 Korean War, which seemed to substantiate NSC 68's claim that an increase in the
 Western capability of fighting a conventional war was necessary,101 'sounding the
 tocsin', as Samuel Wells put it.102 The hard facts of the Korean War made it possible
 for Western governments to convince their electorates and their representatives of the
 necessity of a significant increase in defence spending.

 Nevertheless, the policies existed before the war, and the assumptions on which
 they were based also determined Western interpretations of the Korean War. The
 Korean War was not seen in isolation by Western planners, but it increased the
 Western governments' perceptions of danger, coming as it did in the context of other
 warning signals reaching them from various other areas of the world. These signals
 increased the Western governments' fear of local wars, and the Korean War seemed
 to confirm this perception.

 An attempt to reconstruct Stalin's policies

 What, then, was Stalin's foreign policy really like in these months and years? Only if
 we can find an answer to this question can we go on to ask how close the Western

 97 Cf. Truman Library, President's Secretary's Files, Intelligence File, Box 253, NIE 3 of 15 November
 1950, p. 4; ibid., NIE 15 of 11 December 1950; Declassified Documents Microfiches (76) 248 D, Joint
 Intelligence Committee Report to Joint Chiefs of Staff, JCS 1924/49 of 15 February 1951; FRUS 1951,
 I, p. 124, NIE 25 of 2 August 1951.

 98 USNA, RG 218 CCS 092 (9-14-49) Section 2, JCS 1924/50 of 26 February 1951. NIE 29 of 20 March
 1951 concluded that it was unclear what Soviet intentions were, cf. FRUS 1951, V, p. 1,756 f.; see also

 FRUS 1951, I, p. 197, CIA Special Estimate 13 of 24 September 1951.
 99 FRUS 1952-54, II, p. 554, NIE 99 of 23 October 1953.
 100 Jervis: The Impact', pp. 564 and 589.
 101 Jervis: The Impact', passim.
 102 Samuel Wells, 'Sounding the Tocsin: NSC 68 and the Soviet Threat', International Security, 4 no. 2

 (Autumn 1979), pp. 116-58.
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 34 Beatrice Heuser

 Powers got to the truth, and finally, how effective their counter-measures were. The
 truth' is, of course, still locked away in Soviet archives, which remain inaccessible,
 despite glasnost and the numerous conferences between Soviet and Western historians
 on a host of historical questions, including the Cold War. We still have to labour to
 form pictures from very few snippets of information which, mostly, have been
 common knowledge in the West for a considerable length of time. Putting them in a
 different context, however, may still produce a picture worth considering afresh.

 For one thing, there is the possibility that Stalin wanted to start a world war at
 some stage, or that he believed firmly that such a war would start sooner or later. In
 the latter case he might inadvertently have been about to help this prophesy fulfil
 itself. Stalin does indeed seem to have been very concerned about Western policies. At
 the end of 1950, Stalin told members of the Italian Communist Party that he was
 extremely worried that the Cold War might turn into a 'general conflict', an
 'international conflict' in which 'world peace' might no longer be preserved.103 A

 Czech emigre, Karel Kaplan, even claims to have heard from Cepicka, Czech
 Minister of Defence, that Stalin considered launching a preventive war, as he was
 convinced that the West was re-arming not for defensive but for offensive purposes.104
 The projected time for this war (some time before 1954/5) coincides roughly with
 what Westerners considered to be a 'window of vulnerability' on their part.105

 How then would the Korean War fit this picture? There has been much speculation
 about Stalin's role in its outbreak.106 No conclusive evidence has ever been produced
 to prove that Stalin initiated or ordered the war. What evidence there is seems to
 indicate that he did not: the famous quote from the Khrushchev memoirs, and the
 continuous tension and conflict between the two Korean states and communist
 agitation within the Republic of Korea in the years prior to its outbreak, suggest that
 the initiative for the 'fracas' lay with Kim Il-Sung, and that Stalin merely allowed him
 to go ahead.107 Stalin's relative disinterest in the Korean War seems to be reflected by
 the fact that he was extremely careful to avoid direct involvement, even at the risk of
 antagonizing some of its communist supporters in the Far East.108

 Although Stalin may well not have been the initiator of aggression in Korea, he
 was probably informed of the plans, and there is no reason to think that an

 103 Cf. the testimonies of Leonilde Jotti, Giorgio Amendola, Pietro Secchia, and Paolo Bufalini's
 analysis, L'Unita (26 March & 5 April 1970); Rinascita (3 April 1970); quoted with commentary in
 Osteuropa, 20 no. 10 (October 1970), pp. A 703 ff. and pp. 700 ff.

 104 Cf. Karel Kaplan, Dans les Archives du Comit? Central: 30 ans de secrets du bloc sovi?tique (Paris,
 1978), p. 164 f. This story is given credence by Vojtech Mastny: 'Stalin and the Militarization of the

 Cold War', International Security, 9 no. 3 (Winter 1984/85), p. 127.
 One is led to wonder whether Stalin was not perhaps also conditioned by thinking in analogies

 between Hitler and his opponents in the Cold War: whatever may be true about Victor Suvorov's
 claim that Stalin had planned a preventive attack on Hitler in 1941 {Der Eisbrecher: Hitler in Stalins
 Kalkuel translated from the Russian by Hans Jaeger (Stuttgart, Klett-Cotta, 1989)), he must certainly
 have regretted in retrospect that he did not stage one. Moreover, his opponents in 1945-1953 were, in
 his eyes, 'imperialists', just as Hitler had been an 'imperialist'.

 105 FRUS 1950, I, p. 262, NSC 68.
 106 Dating back from Alexander L. George, 'American policy-making and North Korean aggression; in
 World Politics, (January 1955), pp. 210-14. For the most recent work on this, see Peter Lowe, The
 Origins of the Korean War (London, 1986); see also Cumings, Child of Conflict, and Goulden, Korea;
 see above, footnote 8.

 107 Nikita Khrushchev, Khrushchev Remembers (London, 1971), p. 332 f; see also Karunker Gupta,
 'How did the Korean War begin?', China Quarterly, 8 (1972), pp. 699-716.

 108 See e.g. Carr?re d'Encausse: 'Cor?e 1950-1952', pp. 1,194-8; Rosemary Foot, The Wrong War
 pp. 55-87.
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 opportunist like Stalin could have resisted the temptation of making use of this event
 for his own purposes. If the North Koreans got away with their attack without major

 Western interference, which is what Kim and Mao seemed to expect,109 this might
 have been a sign that Stalin could copy Kim and try a similar move elsewhere, for
 example in the Balkans, where Stalin would have run little risk of triggering World

 War III. If Western troops did get involved in Korea, he could expect them to be tied
 down for a while, and he could again hope to make a move elsewhere, because the
 Western Powers would be reluctant to overstretch themselves by committing troops
 to too many areas of marginal importance at once. After all, some 4/5 of all French
 troops were still engaged in Indochina and in Northern Africa; British forces were
 fighting Communist guerillas in Malaya, and American divisions were needed for the
 occupation of Japan and the defence of Taiwan and the Philippines, quite apart from
 occupation forces in Germany.110

 One way of examining Stalin's policy options is the application of a negative test:
 if Stalin did not have the armed forces to launch an attack, that could hardly have
 been a possible option for him. If on the other hand he had the necessary military
 capability, this proves little about his intentions, which could still have been defensive
 (presupposing an acute fear of attack on his part). Let us therefore turn to an
 examination of Soviet capabilities in 1950.

 In Germany, the Bonn government's military adviser Graf von Schwerin was
 convinced that a surprise attack towards the West would have been 'possible any
 time'.111 The military historian Norbert Wiggershaus has demonstrated ably that the
 deployment and numerical superiority of Soviet troops (at a ratio of three Soviets to
 each Western soldier in Germany112) would have made such an attack feasible and
 given it a good chance of success, provided the war aims were confined to seizing all
 of Germany, and provided Stalin could discount large-scale American reprisals.113
 Such reprisals would have been certain, unless American forces were involved
 elsewhere on a very large scale, say, in the Far East, and in the defence of US
 territory. This was not an absurdly unlikely scenario in 1950-1, when a large-scale,
 direct conflict between the US and China seemed to be in the offing. It is plausible to
 think that Stalin kept open the option of seizing western Germany in case the
 international situation took an unexpected turn in his favour. This would make
 particularly good sense if he was indeed thinking in terms of a preventive war,
 assuming the Kaplan story is well founded. Caution and opportunism were always
 strong features of Stalin's character.114

 Yugoslavia presented a different case, for, as US policy and intelligence reports
 never ceased to state, an attack on Yugoslavia, particularly an attack by proxy, would
 in all probability not have led to a direct clash with NATO forces. What was the basis
 for Western intelligence reports on a danger to Yugoslav security once it had become

 109 Cf. Khrushchev, Khrushchev Remembers, p. 333; William Stueck, 'The Soviet Union and the Origins
 of the Korean War', p. 632.

 110 Cf. Wiggershaus, 'Deutschland 1950', p. 91.
 111 Wiggershaus, 'Deutschland 1950', p. 96.
 112 It was and probably still is Soviet military doctrine, that an attack could only take place if the

 attackers outnumber the other side by 3:1, as a Soviet-trained Yugoslav officer told the Americans in
 June 1952: cf. USNA, Suitland Branch, RG 319, Army Intelligence 1950-1952, Box 188, 350.05
 Yugoslavia

 1,3 Wiggershaus, 'Deutschland 1950', pp. 89-97.
 114 Issac Deutscher, Stalin, A Political Biography, 2nd edn (London, 1967), ch. 15 passim.
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 apparent that the Macedonian issue in itself was not an effective enough lever to
 break up the Yugoslav state?

 There were two factors creating concern. The first and by far the most significant
 was the continuous swelling of the satellites' armed forces, in flagrant breach of the
 peace-treaties. Stalin's overall plan seems to have been a comprehensive centraliz
 ation of the satellite forces, and the increase of the armies of those satellite countries

 whose forces were restricted by the peace-treaties.115 Thus by the winter of 1950/51,
 Bulgaria, which was allowed a total116 of 65,500 troops, had a total of about
 266,000;117 instead of 70,000, Hungary had 117,000, and Rumania had 263,000
 instead of 138,000."8 These numbers continued to grow throughout 1952.119 In the

 winter of 1950/51, Yugoslavia had around 300,000 soldiers.120 At the same time, the
 Soviet Union had a further nine divisions or approximately 100,000 men stationed in
 Austria, Hungary and Rumania.121 By the spring or early summer of 1951, these
 forces could jointly have reached the 3:1 superiority over Yugoslavia necessary for an
 attack. The spring of 1951 was probably the period of greatest danger to Yugoslavia's
 security, as military manoeuvres and campaigns rarely start in the winter.
 Moreover, these satellite forces were constantly being supplied with new jet

 aircraft122 and other equipment,123 while petrol was being stockpiled.124 New landing
 fields for jet aircraft were being constructed in Hungary and Bulgaria.125 A similar
 equipment of North Korean forces with jet aircraft had preceded the outbreak of
 hostilities in the Far East.126 Some Soviet mechanized army headquarters were moved
 from Rumania to Hungry in the autumn of 1950.127 What was particularly alarming
 in view of the growth of the military capability of Yugoslavia's neighbours was the
 similarity between anti-Yugoslav radio propaganda as emitted by the broadcasting
 stations of the satellite countries, and the propaganda against South Korea, prior to
 the North Korean attack, which had been represented in the communist-governed

 115 Cf. Vojtech Mastny: 'Stalin and the Militarization of the Cold War' pp. 109-29.
 1,6 I.e. including army, security forces, navy and air force.
 117 Estimates re Bulgarian force figures differed most widely, possibly because Bulgaria had the largest

 security and police force, numbering 120,000 according to a British military intelligence estimate of 1
 March 1951, PRO, FO 371/95009, R 1193/16.

 118 PRO, FO 371/95009, R 1193/14, Foreign Office brief for North Atlantic Council Deputy, early March
 1951.

 119 E.g. KCMF 42, JIC 607/3 of 21 November 1952, US estimate, new table 9(a) of pt III.
 120 Truman Library, President's Secretary's Files, Intelligence File, Box 250, SCR-5936, CIS Situation.

 Summary of 8 December 1950.
 121 Basler Nachrichten, 4 September 1950; MAE, EU 31-^-2 vol. 15, Note de la Sous-Direction d'Europe
 Orientale of 27 January 1951 'Au sujet: Forces sovi?tiques stationn?es au voisinage de la Yougoslavie',
 and ibid., Note of the Sous-Direction d'Europe Orientale of 12 March 1952: cf. also calculations in

 Wiggershaus, 'Deutschland 1950', p. 92.
 122 E.g. Truman Library, President's Secretary's Files, Intelligence File, Box 250, CIA Situation

 Summary SCR-4027 of 1 September 1950.
 123 E.g. Truman Library, President's Secretary's Files, Intelligence File, Box 250, CIA Situation

 Summaries SCR-3528 of 3 August and SCR-3647 of 10 August 1950, Summary of 18 August 1950;
 MAE, EU 31^2, vol. 15, No. 2658 from Berne, 28 December 1950.

 124 Truman Library, President's Secretary's Files, Intelligence File, Box 250, CIA Situation Summary
 SCR-4635 of 6 October 1950.

 125 Reports by refugee ex-servicemen from the satellite countries, such as those recorded by the
 Yugoslavs in Testimonies Which Cannot Be Refuted: Statements by Refugee Solders of the Soviet
 Satellite Armies (n.d., 1951-2, published by the Yugoslav newspapermen's association), pp. 21-9.

 126 Khrushchev, Khrushchev Remembers, pp. 334, 336.
 127 Truman Library, President's Secretary's Files, Intelligence File, Box 250, CIA Situation Summary of

 27 October 1950.
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 world as an attack by South Korean forces.128 In addition, the number of skirmishes
 and attacks on Yugoslavia's frontiers with all her satellite neighbours increased
 seven-fold between 1948 and 1950, when an average of two took place each day.129
 Each of these could easily have escalated into a larger conflict if the Yugoslav frontier
 guards had not handled the incidents with utmost caution. All this was known to the

 Western governments in 1950, their information stemming from Yugoslav sources,
 from their diplomatic missions in Eastern Europe, from radio-monitoring and
 intelligence.
 New information comes from the reports of Bel? Kir?ly, a Hungarian defector who

 was a high-ranking General in the Hungarian army during these months. He has
 given a detailed account of co-ordinated Soviet-Hungarian-Bulgarian-Rumanian
 plans for an invasion of Yugoslavia, and he asserts that these were not merely
 contingency plans of the sort which every military staff has to hold ready for
 emergencies. His guess is that the date for which this attack was planned was either at
 the end of 1950 or the spring of 1951.130 Bel? Kir?ly's accounts tally with accounts of
 Hungarian, Albanian, and Bulgarian soldiers and officers who defected to Yugoslavia
 in the early 1950s.131
 Western observers considered Greece another European 'danger spot', and most of

 the threats to Yugoslav stability also threatened Greece. The troops in Bulgaria and
 Rumania could almost as easily have been moved against Greece as against
 Yugoslavia, and much of the anti-Yugoslav propaganda was also designed to blacken
 Greece, particularly when the Cominformist broadcasting stations talked about an
 "Athens-Belgrade 'axis', i.e. ... a military-political alliance between Tito's police
 gestapo Yugoslavia and monarcho-fascist Greece".132 This accusation arose from

 Western diplomatic endeavours to reconcile the two neighbouring countries who had
 been involved in hostilities against one another as late as mid-1949. The cases of
 Finland and Iran should be examined further in this context; neither, however, was as

 directly threatened by the strengthened Eastern European armies as were Yugoslavia
 and Greece.

 128 Truman Library, President's Secretary's Files, Intelligence File, Box 250, CIA Situation Summary
 SRC-6093 of 15 December 1950; see also MAE, EU 31-4-2, vol. 15, Note de la Sous-Direction
 Orientale of 25 November 1950. It is important to note that the British Foreign Office's Russia
 Committee in its meeting of 18 July 1950 drew attention to the 'two big build-ups of propaganda
 comparable to that which preceded the Korean invasion', namely concerning Indochina and
 Yugoslavia: PRO, FO 371/86762, RC/97/50.

 129 Minist?re des Affaires Etrang?res de la R?publique Populaire Federative de la Yougoslavie: Livre
 Blanc, Annex 16-19.

 130 Bel? Kir?ly, The abortive plan for Soviet aggression against Yugoslavia', in Kir?ly, Barbara Lotze
 and Nandor Dreisziger (eds.), The First War Between Socialist States: The Hungarian Revolution of
 1956 and its Impact (New York, 1984), pp. 8-22.

 131 Testimonies which Cannot Be Refuted, pp. 12-14: statements by Hungarian soldiers: 'At the lectures
 they talk about war and that Yugoslavia will attack us, because it is an imperialist country which has
 betrayed the camp of peace.' or: 'At the political lectures and various other occasions officers told us
 that Hungary must establish a strong army, because Yugoslavia, on the orders of the American
 imperialists, intends to attack Hungary in order to restore the old regime . . . The attack exercises are
 preponderant in the instruction. Defense is but rarely on the daily exercise program.' Similar reports
 were received also from defected soldiers from the other satellite countries, pp. 18-20 e.g. a Rumanian
 soldier:
 In our political courses, it is said that the Korean War was started by the Americans, also it is said that the Russians
 are carrying on a struggle for peace in the world, that Yugoslavia has gone over to imperialist camp, that Yugoslavia
 is preparing to attack Rumania, that the Yugoslav army is wearing American uniforms . . . that Yugoslavia is a
 bridge for imperialist war against the USSR.

 132 PRO, FO 371/87693, RG 10392/13.
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 Argumentum ex silentio

 In the end, none of these countries was attacked by the Soviet Union or its satellites.
 Kir?ly thinks this is due to the vigorous response of the Western Powers to the
 invasion of South Korea.133 Through the involvement of UN forces under the
 leadership of the United States, the fratricidal war on the Far Eastern peninsula was
 turned into a full-scale international war with an estimated three and a half million

 casualties on all sides among the military alone, including about a million dead.134
 The use of nuclear weapons was repeatedly considered in US government and
 military circles.135 Although this option was rejected each time, 'atomic diplomacy'
 was used by the US at various stages of the war, with varying degrees of success.136
 The Chinese do not seem to have worried too much about the possibility that the US
 would use atomic bombs.137 But as we have seen, Stalin seems to have been deeply
 worried by the possibility of an escalation of the war.

 In any case, the Western response in Korea is perhaps only part of the answer to
 the question why Stalin did not act elsewhere. When President Truman signed
 NSC 68 on 30 September 1950,138 he was adopting a policy of 'A more rapid build-up
 of political, economic, and military strength. . .' The last point included the develop
 ment of Torces in being and readily available to defeat local Soviet moves with local
 action'.

 Not only did the Western democracies co-ordinate effective help for the South
 Korean forces through the channels of the United Nations, but in February 1951,
 Dean Acheson and Anthony Eden stated that their respective governments were
 'alive to the potential threat to Yugoslavia from the swollen armed forces of the
 satellites which has been emphasized by hostile Soviet and satellite propaganda'. The
 statements almost sounded like a guarantee, giving the impression that the co
 ordination of their defence arrangements was already taking place between the

 Western Powers and Yugoslavia139?in reality military talks with the Yugoslavs only
 started after these statements were made. From the early spring of 1951 Yugoslavia,
 like many other countries, was given military assistance by the US: in Fiscal Year
 1952 alone the Yugoslavs received US$156,360,000 of American military aid, or
 almost half as much as the United Kingdom, out of a total of US$4,818,850,000 US
 military aid.140 These Western measures came just before the peak danger period for
 Yugoslavia and it is possible to argue that they deterred Stalin from going ahead with
 the planned attack on Tito's forces.

 Other Western measures which may well have served to increase this deterrent
 effect include the militarization of the North Atlantic Pact,141 followed by the

 133 Kir?ly: The Abortive Plan', p. 20.
 134 Philip West: 'Interpreting the Korean War,' The American Historical Review, 94 no. 1 (February

 1989), pp. 80-96.
 135 Roger Dingman, 'Atomic Diplomacy During the Korean War' International Security, 13 no. 3

 (Winter 1988/89), p. 69, but see below.
 136 Dingman, 'Atomic Diplomacy'; Daniel Calingaert, 'Nuclear Weapons and the Korean War', Journal

 of Strategic Studies, 11 no. 2 (September 1988), pp. 177-202; Rosemary Foot: 'Nuclear Coercion and
 the Ending of the Korean Conflict', International Security, 13 no. 3 (Winter 1988/89), pp. 92-110.

 137 K. M. Panikkar, In Two Chinas: Memoirs of a Diplomat (London, 1955), p. 113.
 138 FRUS \950, I, p. 400.
 139 House of Commons, Debates, 5s, Vol. 484, Col. 731 of 15 February 1951.
 140 KCMF 18, JCS 2099/158 of 3 January 1952.
 141 FRUS 1950, I, pp. 282-5.
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 admission to NATO of Greece and Turkey in 1952, thus consolidating two further
 potentially critical areas. West German rearmament was encouraged, and both the
 United States and Britain worked hard to integrate the Federal Republic into the
 Western defensive alliance.

 All this, together with the rearmament measures adopted, was part of the
 realization of some of the basic policies set out in NSC 68, which:

 (1) warned of the dangers of being able only to choose between launching a global
 war or immobility in the event of local incidents' created by the Soviet Union, and
 called for conventional rearmament, pointing out that 'our present weakness would
 prevent us from offering effective resistance at any of several vital pressure points';142
 (2) had called specifically for assistance (economic and/or military, as needs be) to
 countries requiring such assistance because of 'special needs arising out of the war or
 the cold war' (Yugoslavia was noted in this context, as were Greece and Turkey);143
 and
 (3) and which concluded inter alia that the US should substantially increase its

 military assistance programme.144

 -^Conclusions

 (1) NSC 68 was based on less unrealistic threat-perceptions than hitherto supposed

 What then, can we conclude about the appropriateness and the results of NSC 68? It
 seems that some of the assumptions on which it was based were not as far-fetched as
 they were portrayed at the beginning of this article. It is quite likely that Stalin was
 planning a local war, for example, to crush Tito's Yugoslavia. While the Korean War
 was probably misperceived by the West, the possibility that Stalin would take
 advantage of developments in the Far East to pursue his own plans in Europe cannot
 be dismissed.

 Meanwhile, it is impossible to tell whether the drafters of NSC 68 were justified in
 thinking that the Soviet system was 'implacable in its purpose to destroy us.'145 We do
 not know what Stalin's long-term policy towards the West would have been, had he
 lived longer; nor do we know whether his plans for a pre-emptive war (if these existed)

 were a reaction to his fear of the West, or a result of an underlying belief that the
 USSR had to bring down the Capitalist system in a final world war in order to
 establish world Communism. If this was his underlying belief, he certainly denied it
 explicitly on several occasions, and he certainly brought down all those who upheld
 these 'radical' views at the end of the 1940's, such as Zhdanov, Tito, and Molotov.146

 Whether he did this for short-term tactical reasons only is not clear.147

 142 FRUS 1859, I. p. 264 (NSC 68).
 143 FRUS 1950, I, p. 259 (NSC 68).
 144 FRUS 1950, I, p. 285 (NSC 68).
 145 FRUS 1950, I, p. 240 (NSC 68).
 146 This was probably the most important reason for the expulsion of the Yugoslavs from the

 Cominform in June 1948, cf. Gavriel Ra'anan, International Policy Formation in the
 USSR - Fractional 'Debates' during the Zhdanovshchina (Hamden, Ct., 1983); D. George Kousoulas,
 'The Truman Doctrine and the Stalin-Tito Rift: A Reappraisal', South Atlantic Quarterly 72 (Summer
 1973), pp. 428-39; Beatrice Heuser, 'Western Diplomats' Perceptions, pp. 1-20.

 147 On 28 March 1950, i.e. on the eve of the outbreak of the Korean War, Pravda carried an article by A.
 Leontiev saying that the coexistence between the two great systems, Socialism and Capitalism, was
 inevitable for a certain period - quoted in Carr?re d'Encausse: 'Cor?e 1950-1952', p. 1,192.
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 (2) NSC 68 contained the basis for some sensible policies

 With regard to the consequences of the implementation of NSC 68, our judgement
 must remain ambivalent. NSC 68 drew attention to the fact that the West was
 insufficiently prepared for the possibility of conventional, local wars. Nevertheless,
 the enormous re-armament programme which sprang from NSC 68 was probably
 excessive in any case. It may have tempted Stalin to consider action in Europe before
 the West had developed its full military potential, and while Western forces were tied
 down in Korea and elsewhere. With all due scepticism with regard to Kaplan's
 account, Western re-armament coupled with the militarization of the North Atlantic
 Pact must have worried Stalin.

 While this is the unavoidable negative side-effect of deterrence and defensive
 rearmament, Stalin's worries might well have been aggravated quite unnecessarily by
 other aspects of Western policy. Even if American talk about preventive wars was
 kept relatively secret and was not taken seriously by top decision-makers, it may
 easily have reached Stalin's ears through men such as Donald Maclean, who as First
 Secretary at the British Embassy in Washington was in charge of keeping Whitehall
 informed of American thinking. On top of this came the aggressive talk and actions
 of General MacArthur in the Far East.

 On the other hand, although uncertainties as to Stalin's plans led to preventive war
 thinking on the part of individual members of Western foreign policy elites, it is to the
 credit of the Western governments that this option was never considered seriously;148
 indeed, it was dismissed explicitly in NSC 68.149
 The negative effects of NSC 68's provisions for the increase of 'roll-back' opera

 tions, that is the infiltration of Western agents into communist-ruled countries behind
 the Iron Curtain, sabotage operations, and anti-communists radio-broadcasts, have
 already been alluded to at the beginning.150 While there is no reason to doubt their
 foolishness, it should be noted that NSC 68 merely reinforced principles laid out in
 NSC 20/4 of 24 November 1948.151

 It has to be said once more that general war did not ensue, nor did Stalin authorize
 or order an attack on any other part of the world. It is difficult to argue ex absentia,
 and there is no evidence to sustain the claim that any Western measures were
 immediately successful in dissuading Stalin from yielding to the temptation of a
 preventive war, or even of a local war. But in view of the situation in the Balkans in
 1950/1951, and perhaps of some other parts of the world, some of the Western

 military measures ushered in by NSC 68 (at any rate as far as they were purely
 defensive) may well have been the appropriate response to the Soviet threat.

 148 Trachtenberg: 'Wasting Asset', see particularly Truman's endearing comment on Stuart Symington's
 suggestion that the US should incur the risk of Soviet involvement in the Korean War and respond
 with 'the atomic bombardment of Soviet Russia itself, pp. 25 f.; see also the similar conclusions of
 Dingman, 'Atomic Diplomacy'; Calingaert, 'Nuclear Weapons and the Korean War'; Rosemary Foot,
 'Nuclear Coercion'.

 149 FRUS 1950, I, p. 281 f.: 'the idea of'preventive' war?in the sense of a military attack not provoked
 by a military attack upon us or our allies?is generally unacceptable to Americans.'

 150 FRUS 1950, I, p. 289 f.
 151 Paragraph [20] a; see FRUS 1948, I, pt 2, p. 668.
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